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Abstract

Populations of murine leukaemic lymphoblasts L5178Y-S
irradiated with 300' rads of X-rays in vitro were analysed
by serial clonings. It was found that the latent radiation-
-induced heritable lesions can be revealed by this technique.
Approx. 100 slowly growing cell sublines with doubling times

Д_1-£>)/ varying from 12 to 25 h, obtained by cloning, were
assayed for: (i) viability, (-it) cloning efficiency, (iii) mit-
otic index, (iv-) labelling index (1 h and 24- h exposure to
Зн-thymidine), -fv-) 3j[_thymidine incorporation rate, {vi)
histone Fl phosphorus content, (vit) radiosensitivity, (viii)
cell cycle disturbances, •(**) DNA per cell content, (x) j

karyotype changes. The slowly-growing clones show normal
or almost normal viability but have reduced cloning efficiencies.
No correlations were found between the subline's ЧГ^"or'time
interval between its isolation and determination, on one hand,
and mitotic index or 1 h labelling index, on the other hand.
Зн-thymidine incorporation rate and histone Fl phosphoryla-
tion degree were inversely related to the subline's Tr/Tłn^
creased radiosensitivity of the slowly growing sublines,
observed soon after their isolation, indicates that the heritable
lesions in the cells studied are radiation-induced rather than
selected'. Autoradiographic analysis of the cell cycle indicates:
heterogeneity of the slowly growing cell lines, occurence of
cells with prolonged G2 phase and a possibility that in more
severely damaged cells S phase is also affected. - j
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Streszczenie .

Stosując technikę klonowań seryjnych zanalizowano popu-
lacje mysich limfoblastów bialaczkowych L5178Y-S napromie-
nionych dawką 300 radów promieniowania X. Stwiei-dzono, że
technika ta umożliwia ujawnienie utajonych uszkodzeń dzie-
dzicznych indukowanych przez napromienienie. Dla otrzyma-
nych przez klonowanie оку 100 wolno rosnących podlinii o
czasach podwajania (Tp) W granicach od 12 do 25 h, ozna-
czono: ( i ) żywotność, ( i i ) wydajność klonowania, ( i i i ) ws-
kaźnik mitotyczny, (iv) wskaźnik znakowania ( po 1 h lub 24 h
ekspozycji na ЗН-tymidynę), (v) szybkość włączania Зц-tymi-
dyny, (vi ) zawartość fosforu w histonie Fl, (vii) рг-omienio -
czułość, (viii') zaburzenia cyklu komórkowego, (ix) zawartość
DNA na komórkę, (x) zmiany kariotypu. Wolno rosnące klony
wykazywały normalną lub prawie normalną żywotność, a jedno-
cześnie obniżoną wydajność klonowania. Nie znaleziono kore-
lacji pomiędzy Tr> podlinii lub czasem upływającym między ich
izolowaniem, a wykonaniem oznaczeń - z jednej stron3r, a ws-
kaźnikiem mitotycznym bądź 1 h wskaźnikiem znakowania - z
drugiej strony. Szybkość włączania ЗН-tymidyny i stopień ufos-
forylowanią histonu Fl wykazywały odwrotne korelacje w sto-
sunku do Tp. Podwyższona promieniocżułość wolno rosnących
podlinii, obserwowana wkrótce po ich wydzieleniu, wskazuje,
że dziedziczne uszkodzenia badanych komórek są indukowane
przez napromienienie, a nie selekcjonowane w wyniku ekspo-
zycji. Autoradiograficzna analiza cyklu komórkowego wykazała:
heterogenność wolno rosnących linii komórkowych, obecność
komórek. z wydłużoną fazą G2 oraz możliwość upośledzenia
również fazy S w komórkach z głębszymi uszkodzeniami.
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Резюме

Пользуясь методом серийного клонирования, иссле-
довано популяции мышиных лейкемических ликфобластов
L5I78Y-S, облученных дозой 300 рад рентгеновского из-
лучения. Установлено, что этот метод позволяет выя-
вить скрытые наследственные повреждения, индуцируемые
радиацией. Лля около 100 полученных методом клониро-
вания медленно растущих сублиний, которых время удва-
ивания (T

D
) находилось в пределах от 12 до 25 ч,опре-

делено следующие параметры: (I) жизнеспособность, (2)
выход клонирования, (3) митотический индекс, (4) ин-
декс метки (после I ч или 24 ч экспозиции на Зн_тими-
дин), (5) скорость включения -Зн-тинидина, (б) содержа-
ние фосфора в гистоие FI, (7) радиочувствительность,
(8) нарушения клеточного цикла, (9) содержание ДНК в
клетке, (10) изменения кариотипа. Медленно растущие
клоны характеризовались нормальной или почти нормаль-
ной жизнеспособностью,но выход клонирования был пони-
жен. Не найдено корреляции мекду - с одной стороны -
T

D
 сублиний или временем истекающим меяду их изолиро-

ванием а проведением определений а - с другой стороны
митотическим индексом или I ч индексом метки.Ненду T

D

и скоростью включения %-тимидина а такке уровнем фос-
форилирования гистона FI была найдена отрицательная
корреляция.Наблюдаемое вскоре после изолирования мед-
ленно растущих линий повышение их радиочувствитель-
ности, свидетельствует о том, что наследственные по-
вреждения исследованных клеток являются результатом
облучения а не селекции вследствие экспозиции. Автора-
диографический анализ клеточного цикла показал: гете-
рогенность медленно растущих клеточных линий, присут-
ствие клеток обладающих удлинненой фазой G2 и возмож-
ность нарушений в фазе S в случае клеток с более глу-
бокими повреждениями.
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INTRODUCTION

Radiation-induced heritable lesions in murine lvmphoma L5178Y-S
cells and their elimination by the late intraclonal recovery phenomena
have been described in the previous papers [1,2] . In this paper we
will present results of experiments aimed at further characterization
of the slowly-growing cell sublines isolated from X-irradiated L517SY-S
cell populations. This work presents a stage of investigations on the
nature of the heritable lesions induced in mammalian cell populations
by radiations and on the late post-exposure recovery phenomena.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Murine lymphoma L5178Y-S cells used in the experiments,
culture technique, irradiation 'procedure and viabilitity determination
were described previously [ 1 j .

Cloning technique, transfer' of clones to suspension culture,
growth observations on the sublines obtained and mean doubling time
(Tj)") determination were described elsewhere [2] . In some experi-
ments reported in the present paper a modified cloning technique,
described below, was used. Mean doubling times were determined
either for 50 h intervals ( for examination of the recovery processes)
or for 150-200 h intervals' (for characterization of the sublines'
proliferative activity). Оле-hour differences of TJJ values were
assumed to be significant on the basis of the error estimation de-
scribed earlier f 2] .

Modified cloning technique

To 40 ml-of appropriately diluted cell culture maintained at 37°C,
1.5 ml of agar solution (0.5 g of Special Agar Noble, Difco, Detroit,
USA, in 9 ml of water) at 100°C was added. The resulting suspens-
ion was quickly mixed and distributed either onto Petri dishes
(dia. 50 mm, 10 ml portions of the suspension ) or to test tubes
(5 ml portions). The samples were cooled for 2-3 min: the plates
by placing on a thin (ca Ю mm) layer of ice, the tubes by immers-
ion into ice-water. The plates were then incubated in a tightly
sealed container filled with a 5-7 % CO2 in air mixture and contain-
ing a vessel with Pardee's buffer [ 3 ] (Ю ml per 1 1 of the vessel
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capacity). The tubes were tightly sealed before incubation. Forma-
tion of visible clones required 7-9 days at 3 7 ° C

Mitotic index
For the determination of raitotic indices, samples of the cell

suspension were centrifuged for 10 min at 500 g, fixed with methyl
alcohol: acetic acid, 3 : 1 , spread on microscopic slides, and
stained with Giomsa solution. The ind«x was estimated by counting
3000 cells.

Labelling index
Tritiated thymidine (Radiochemical Centre, Amersham,

England, 28 Ci/mmol, 0.2 pCi/ml of culture) was added to the
cultures for 1 h or 24- h. Samples of cell suspensions were taken
and treated as for mitotic index determinations. Slides were covered
with Gevaert (Belgium) Nuclear Emulsion 7.15, stored for 2 weeks
at +4°C, developed and stained with Giemsa solution. Differential
counts were performed on one thousand cells in each slide.

Determination of ^H-TdR incorporation into PNA

To 50 ml cultures containing 3-4xlo5 cells/ml, 25 yCi of Зн-
-thymidine (spec.act. 28 Ci/mmole, Radiochemical Centre, Amersham,
England) was added and the cultures were incubated at 37°C for 3 h.
After the incubation, cells were washed twice with cold saline and
homogenized in a glass Potter-Elvehjem homogenizer. The samples for
DNA radioactivity measurements were prepared according to Hattori
et al. [4-] . Calf thymus DNA (100 jig per sample) was used as a
carrier. The activities of the samples were measured with a Tri-
-Carb, Packard scintillation counter. Sufficient counts were recorded
to reduce the counting error to less than 1 %. All determinations
were carried out in duplicates. The results were related to the aver-
age amount of DNA per cell.

Determinations of mean PNA per cell content

DNA was determined in 100 ml portions of cell cultures ( cell
density 4xio5 per ml ) by the method of Schneider [5].
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Isolation of histone Fl fraction

The whole procedure was carried at -0°C. 500 ml portions of the
cell culture ( 5-7 x lCP cells/ml ) were used. The cells were se-
parated by centrifugation at 600 g for 10 min and then washed three
times with 200 ml of saline. The nuclei were isolated according to
Pogo, Allfrey, and Mirsky [ 6 ] and treated with 1 % Triton X-100
according to Stellwagen and Cole [7] to remove remnants of the
cytoplasm. Washed nuclei were extracted with 5 % (w/v ) НСЮ4,
to obtain histone Fl fraction ( method 1 of Johns [8]). The НСЮ4
extract was further treated as described by Stevely and Stocken[9].
Homogeneity of all histone Fl preparations was checked by polyacryl-
amidc electrophoresis using the method described by Panyim and
Chalkley [10]. No contaminations were detected.

Protein determinations

Proteins in the histone Fl samples were determined iir duplicates
by the method of Lowry et al [ l l ] . Calf thymus histone was used
as a standard.

Phosphorus determination

Total phosphorus content was measured by Bartlett ultramicro
method [12].

Cell cycle analysis

Experiments for percent labelled metaphases (PLM ) determina-
tion were carried out after 20 min pulse labelling with tritiated
thymidine ( 1 pCi per ml of culture). Slides were prepared as for
the labelling index determination. The fraction of labelled meta-
phases was determined in 50 metaphase cells. The cell generation
time ( T ) and duration of Gl, S and G2 phase - T<JI, T s and
TQ2» respectively - were determined from the PLM curves accord-
ing to Mendelsohn and Takahashi [13] .

Karyotype analysis

Samples of cell suspension containing 1 . 5 x l 0 cells,taken from
cultures treated for 1.5 h with colcemid ( 0.02 jig/ml) were centrifug-
ed for 10 min at 500 g, hypotonized with a mixture of 0.055 N solu-
tions of potassium chloride : sodium nitrate : sodium acetate 4 : 2 : 1
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for 1.5 h, fixed with methyl alcohol: acetic acid 3 : 1 , spread on
microscopic slides and stained with Giemsa solution. 50 metaphases
were analysed in each clone studied.

RESULTS

Heterogeneity of irradiated and non-irradiated cell populations

Results presented in the previous papers [2 ,14,15] and by
other authors [ l 6 - l 8 ] indicate that cell populations arc highly
heterogeneous from the point of view of proliferative activity not
only immediately after exposure to ionizing radiations but also at
later stages of the post-irradiation development. It is known that
non-irradiated cell populations show also certain degree of hetero-
geneity [ l 6 , 1 7 , 1 9 ] . Thus, it seemed interesting to evaluate effects
of irradiation on the cell population heterogeneity. For this purpose,
a non-irradiated L5178Y-S cell population and another one irradiated
with 300 rads of X-rays were assayed by serial clonings. Arrange-
ment of these experiments is presented in Table 1. After each cloning
the number of colonies formed was counted to determine cloning effi-
ciency and a group of clones taken at random ( all clones from one
or more tubes ) was cultivated in suspension for a time sufficient to
determine their growth rates. The slowest sublines were selected
for the subsequent clonings. The recovery phenomena occuring during
the cultivation caused that the mean doubling times at the subclónings
were always low<sr than soon after the subline's isolation ( cf. columns
5 and б of Table I). It is very probable that the increase of growth
rate of the slowly growing sublines reduced differences between
correspondent series of sublines isolated from non-irradiated and ir-
radiated cultures. Nevertheless, the results presented in Figs 1 and 2
clearly show that pronounced differences did occur: progeny of the
exposed cell populations bore a damage which, although latent in the
first two clonings, became apparent after the third one. Probably,
with a technique enabling growth rate determination at earlier stages
after cloning, the differences would be more marked, or demonstrable
after the earlier clonings.

The results presented in Fig.l confirm an earlier observation [2]
that the cloning operation is not harmless: after cloning of the control
cell line with Tp • 11 h, several slower growing sublines, among 20
assayed, were found.
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TABLE I. Analysis of growth-rate distribution in a non-irradip.ted
and in an irradiated with 300 rads of X-rays L5178Y-S
cell populations, by serial clonings.
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SUBCLONING

(A445)

FIRST
SUBCLONING

CA434)

/_
CLONING

(A 425).

i
10 20 30

MEAN DOUBLING TIME, HOURS

FIG. 1. Heterogeneity of non-irradiated L517&Y-S cell populations.
Mean doubling time values summarized in this diagram
were determined for 150-200 h intervals following a count
at which the sublines transferred to suspension culture
first exceeded the density of 100 cells/mm3. Time intervals
between cloning and beginning of the growth observations:
exp. A 425: 13-19 days; exp. A 434.: 16-19 days; exp.
A 445: 16-24 days. For other details cf. Table 1.
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(A 413)
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(A 3*2)
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MEAN DOUBLING TIME,HOURS

FIRST
SUBCLONING

(A 398)

FIG. 2. Heterogeneity of irradiated L517SY-S cell
populations. The initial cloning was performed
immediately after irradiation with 300 rads of
X-rays (exp. A 392). Mean doubling time
values determined as in Fig. 1. Time intervals
between cloning and beginning of the growth
observations: exp. A 392: 15-18 days; exp. A
398: 16-20 days; exp.A 413: 16-20 days.
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Selection of the slow clones and intradonal late recovery

Serial clonings of non-irradiated and irradiated cell populations,
combined with selection of the slowest sublines for the subsequent
stages of the experiment, was used as a procedure enabling isola-
tion of the slowly growing sublines for their further characteriza-
tion. Figs 3 and 4 present results derived from the same series of
experiments as those illustrated in Fig.l and 2, but extented by
two additional subclonings for the irradiated cells. Details are given
in the captions. As before [2], 1 h difference between doubling
times o£ the control (10-11 h ) and of the subline examined was
considered to be significant.

These experiments provided additional information (cf.[2]) on
the intraclonal late recovery. Results presented in Figs 3 and 4
confirm ability of the slow clones isolated from non-irradiated cell
cultures to recover relatively quickly. On the other hand, it can be
seen that all the sublines derived from the second and subsequent
subclonings of the irradiated cells grew slowly during the whole
20-day observation period. Probably, the recovery phenomena for
these sublines would require much longer times [2] . With one excep-
tion, cloning efficiences of the slowly growing cells isolated from the
irradiated L5178Y-S populations were very low and tended to de-
crease in the later subclonings.

Slowly growing L5178Y-S sublines obtained by immediate post-
exposure cloning and by means of the serial cloning procedure
described above were used for further cytokinetic and biochemical
characterisation of the handicapped cells. The parameters examined
and time i. ;rval between exposure and assays are given in Table II.
For technical reasons it was impossible to perform complex determina-
tions at the same stage of the intraclonal recovery process. There-
fore, all the results presented below will be simply related to the
growth rate of the cell lines assayed.

Viability

Courtenay [20] noticed that dead L5178Y cells under culture
conditions need at least several days before breaking up. Our un-
published data indicate that L5178Y-S cells killed by heat, hydroxy-
urea or colcemid treatment do not lyse for several weeks when
incubated in the Fischer medium at 37°C. In the control cultures
percentage of dead cells, i .e . cells staining with nigrosine,
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FIG. 3. Selection of the slowly-growing sublines from non-
-irradiated L5178Y-S cell populations by cloning
and subsequent subclonings of the slowest sublines,
and the late intraclonal recovery. Twenty sublines
were observed in each of the three series pre-
sented ( cf. Table I ) .

Figures in brackets - experiment numbers. Beneath -
cloning efficiencies. The circles within broken line
boxes represent clones formed. Tp - average
combined mean doubling time of the subpopulations
obtained by subcloning ( 200 h following 100 cells/mm*̂
in suspension culture). Figures above split arrows
give mean doubling times of the sublines used for
the subclonings.

Bottom graph - changes during the growth in suspens-
ion culture of the proportion of slow clones in indivi-
dual series of the sublines ( 20-clone samples).
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FIG. 4-. Selection of the slowly-growing sublines from
L5178Y-S cell populations irradiated with 300 rads
of X-rays by cloning and subsequent subclonings of
the slowest sublines, and the late intraclonal re-
covery. The data arranged as in Fig.3.
For set-up of the cloning and first two subclonings
cf. Table I. In the third and fourth subclonings
(exps. A 423 and A 440) 26 and 7 sublines were
obtained, respectively. However, for technical
reasons, only 5 sublines in each of these series
were followed.
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TABLE II. Time elapsed between irradiation and the determinations
• of viability, cloning efficiency, mitotic index, labelling

index, PLM distribution, karyotype, DNA content and
ЗЦ-TdR. incorporation.

Time,

days

0-10

11 - 20

21 - 30

31 - 40

41 - 50

51 - 60

61 - 70

Number of
determinations

12

23

34 .

22

22

7

14

Time,

days

71 - 80

81 - 90

91 - 100

101 - 110

111 - 120

121 - 130

Number of

determinations

5

5

2

-

1

2
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was relatively constant with a mean value of ca. 4.5 %• From Fig.5
it can be seen that viabilities of the cell sublines with doubling times
up to 18 h practically did not differ from the control level.

100

°3 90
ш
О

ш 80
_j
00

70 L

оо

0 -
Ъ

СР

о
о
о о о оо о

о о

10 15 20
MEAN DOUBLING TIME, HOURS

FIG. 5. Determined by nigrosine staining viability of the slowly-
:-growing L5178Y-S sublines isolated from L5178Y-S
cell populations irradiated with 300 rads of X-rays.
Mean value for control cell populations 95.5 %. Sliaded
area represents scattering range of the control values.
Solid line was obtained by the method of least squares
for all the sublines with Tj> = 12-l8h (equation:
V = 95.45 - 0.00587. T D ) .
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Certain reduction of the viability could be observed for sublines with
T]);>l8h. These slowest sublines contained sometimes as much as
17% of dead cells. However, even this relatively high content of the
dead cells cannot explain the observed Tp prolongation. Assuming
no cell loss by lys is , the following equation (cf. Appendix) relates
fraction of dead cells (a) , generation time ( T ) and doubling time:

0.693

Using this equation it can be found that a decrease of viability by
20% can extend Tp of the cells studied by less than 4-h, e .g . a
cell line with T = 10.8 h and a viability at 80%, instead of 100%,
would have T D = 14.7 h. Since cell lines with 17 % of dead cells
grew with T D > 2 0 1 I , it can be concluded that the increased admixt-
ure of dead cells, observed for several tens of cell generations in
clones derived from irradiated populations, is responsible only
for a part of T D prolongation in the case of these slowest cell
lines. Since, as it has been pointed out, no significant differences
of viability were observed in a majority of the slow sublines studied,
in further considerations the attention will be focused on other
factors which might contribute to the growth disturbances.

Cloning efficiency

Cloning efficiencies of 22 slowly growing sublines are given in
Fig.6. No correlation between doubling time and CE can be seen,
similarly, no relationship could be found between the stage of the
subline's development, i . e . time interval from the exposure to the
determination, and CE. The values obtained for almost all sublines
are abnormally low regarding the viability changes (Fig. 5) or the
labelling index data (Fig.8). It seems that the phenomenon of over-
sensitivity of the irradiated cells to growth conditions existing in the
cultures at low cell densities [ 2 l ] might be responsible for the
very low CE values.

Mitotic index

Results of mitotic index (Ml) determinations for 23 slowly
growing sublines are presented in Fig.7.
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No correlation can be seen between the subline's doubling time and
Ml. However, it is difficult to decide in this case to what extent . '
lack of regularity is due to low precision of MI determination.

Similarly as for CE, no correlation was found between the sub-
line's stage of development and .MI value. On the other hand, it is
apparent that all Mi's for the slowly growing sublines were lower
than the control value.

3
Labelling index ( l h ) and H-TdR incorporation

Results presented in Fig.8 show that l h labelling index (,L1) of
the slowly growing sublines only in a minority of the 13 assayed
sublines was significantly lower than the control value.
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FIG. 8. Labelling indices (LI) after l h exposure to 3H-TdR
of the slowly growing sublines isolated from L517SY-S
cell cultures irradiated with 300 rads of X-rays.
• - LI of the control, mean value from 4 determina-
tions, range indicated.
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similarly as in the cases of CE and Ml, no correlations were
apparent between doubling time or the post-exposure development
stage, and the LI value.

On the other hand, the level of H-TdR incorporation by the
slowly growing cells related to DNA content (Fig.9), showed a
clear dependence on the doubling time.
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FIG. 9. H-TdR incorporation into slowly growing sublines
isolated from L5178Y-S cell cultures irradiated with
300 rads of X-rays. • - control value, mean from
6 determinations, range indicated. Partly published
in (15).

Combined data from Figs 8 and 9 indicate that the inhibition of
^H-TdR incorporation into the cells was to a greater extent due to
a decrease in the гг.:е of DNA synthesis than to a decreased frac-
tion of DNA synthesizing cells in the population.
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Radiosensitivity and origia of the slowly growing cells

Occurence of the slowly growing cell lines in mammalian cell •
populations surviving irradiation poses a basic question concerning
their origin. Theoretically, it is possible that the slowly-growing
sublines exist in non-irradiated populations and are selected by
irradiation. Alternatively, as it was suggested by Sinclair (16),
they can derive from some sublethally damaged cells. Although
reaching a conclusive, well evidenced answer, is here not easy,
certain indications can be derived from comparison of the radio-
sensitivitiec of the original cell line and of the handicapped sub-
lines: an increased sensitivity of the isolated sublines should be
considered as contradictitious with the selection mechanism.

Six slowly-growing sublines isolated from irradiated L5178Y-S
cell populations ( a pedigree illustrating the origin of some of them
was published in [15]) were examined for radiosensitivity. For
this purpose, the cultures were irradiated with several doses of
X-rays and their survival was'determined by cloning. The assays
were made at different time intervals after the original irradiation.
The data presented in Table 111 show that some of the sublines
examined had increased sensitivity whereas the radiosensitivities of
the others practically did not differ from that of the parental line.
It seems that the increase of radiosensitivity is characteristic for
the earlier stages of the post-irradiation development of the sublincs.
On the other hand, radiosensitivity of the sublines examined was not
related to their growth rate.

Unfortunately, lability of the sublines isolated from non-irradiated
cell populations hampered accumulation of a more complete set of data.
Nevertheless, the results presented together with pronounced differ-
ences between the late intraclonal recovery kinetics in sublines
isolated from non-irradiated and irradiated cell cultures, support
Sinclair's suggestion that the slowly growing cells are radiation-
-induced rather than selected.

Effects of second exposure

In some cases further growth was observed of sublines obtained
by cloning performed after the second exposure, in the same manner
as for the slow sublines' radiosensitivity determination. An example
of results of such observations is given in Fig. 10. It can be seen that
several of the twelve sublines derived from.-single- cells reached meas-
urable cell densities after transfc; *э suspension cultures, markedly
later than the others.
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TABLE III. Radiosensitivity of some slowly-growing sublines isolated from L5173Y-S
cell populations irradiated with 300 rads of X-rays.

i
i-»
03

Cell line

CONTROL•

255/7/8
263/7/8
398/8

1 398/8
413/10
413/20

T D

at isolation,
h

_

17

18

17

17

19 •
18

T D
at assay,

h

11

15

17

15

17

15
18

Assay,
days after
irradiation

27

55 .
61-

93

93

93

D

rads

52 a

30

35

38-

5S

51
58

ч

rads

0

0

0

0

27

17

37

a - value obtained by the method of least squares from results of fourteen
survival determinations for cultures irradiated with 100-300 rads of
X-rays.



О 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

DAYS AFTER TRANSFER TO SUSPENSION CULTURE

FIG. 10. Growth of sublines isolated by cloning of the slowly-
-growing subline ( A 255/7/8 - cf. Table III ) after
irradiation with a second dose of 300 rads. Interval
between transfer to suspension culture and the second
irradiation - 15 days. The sublines derived from
clones which became visible to the naked eye after
12-17 days incubation.
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The lag corresponds probably to the time required for the recovery
processes. Thirty-five days after the second exposure (r.a. 20 days
after transfer to suspension culture ) all the sublines proliferated
as rapidly as the controls. Similar results were obtained in other
experiments. This shows that the slowly growing sublines isolated
after the second exposure are capable of the late intraclonal recovery
similarly to the sublines isolated immediately after the first exposure.

Histonc Fl phosphorus content

Relationship between hlstone Fl phosphorus content and prolifer-
ative activity has been recognized by several authors (22-28). There-
fore, we determined this parameter in five slowly-growing L5178Y-S
cell sublines isolated from irradiated cultures. The results arc pre-
sented in Table IV. A clear correlation between the phosphorus
content and mean doubling time can be seen. A more detailed account
and discussion of these experiments has been published elsewhere [15].

rABLH IV. Phosphorus content of histonc Fl in slowly-
-growing sublines isolated from L5178Y-S
cell populations irradiated with 300 rads of
X-rays.

Subline

CONTROL

413/4

406/13
413/9
413/20

426/4

Mean
doubling

time,
h

11

15

16

18

19

25

Phosphorus
content related

to control,
%

100

74.2

68.2

56.4

50.4

39.1
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Cell cycle disturbances

Autoradiographic analysis of the slowly growing L5178Y-S sub-
lines was found to be difficult. In several series of experiments
most of the PLM data points were so scattered that drawing of the
curves for conventional analysis was impossible. The data suggested
a marked heterogeneity of the cell cycle patterns in the handicapped
sublines. Results suitable for analysis of the cell cycle cruiges
were obtained in two cases only, and they were compared with
similar data for a control L5178Y-S line (Fig. 11 and Table V).
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11. PLM curves for the control and a slowly-growing
L5178Y-S subline. • - control; о - subline A 470/3.
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TABLE V. Cell cycle parameters of the control and two slowly
growing L5178Y-S sublines.

^•s. hours

Line ^ v .

Control

A 470/3

А 495/7

T D

10.8

18.8

25.0

T *

10.8

13.7

19.4

T G 1

1.3

0.8

0.8

T S

6.4

6.2

8.0

TG 2,.O.7M

. 3.0

6.6

10.6

x) determined by the assymetry method of Mendelsohn and
Takahashi [13]
determined by the boundary method, peak - height estimator
level [13].

More detailed record of the data lias been published elsewhere £29].
Comparison of Tp and T values indicates that the reduced proliferat-
ive activity of the slowly growing cells is due to the presence of some
cells the behaviour of which, owing to considerable prolongation of •
intermitotic times or death (cf.Appendix), is not reflected in the
PLM curves. It can be also seen that the prolongation of the
generation time is due primarily to a slower progression through G2
phase. It would be important to know whether the difference in S
phase duration observed for the subline A 495/7 is significant and
has a more general meaning. In the light of the data on Зц- TdR in-
corporation presented in Fig.9 a prolongation of S phase should be
expected. Even the 25% extension of the S phase, determined for
one of the sublines, would only partially account for the DNA
synthesis rate reduction as predicted from Зц-TdR incorporation.

It is possible that discrepancy between ^H-TdR incorporation and
PLM data derives from the presence of cells with cell cycle disturb-
ances so severe that they cannot be revealed by the PLM technique.
Presence of cells with very markedly prolonged S phase might explain
this discrepancy. Possibly, the fact that S phase prolongation could
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be demonstrated only in the slower growing subline indicates that
S phase disturbances are more marked in more handicapped cell
sublines. Further simultaneous determinations of several paramet-
ers will be needed for a conclusive elucidation of this problem.

Occurence of the cells with severe cell cycle disturbances
seems to be very likely in the light of the PLM data analysed
according to Stanners and Till [30]. Results of this analysis made
for. the control and two-slowly growing sublines are' presented in
Fig. 12.

05

5 10
TIME (h)

15 0 2 6 10 14
G2 PHASE DURATION, HOURS

FIG. 12. Distribution G2 phase duration in the control (1) and
in two slowly growing L5178Y-S sublines (2 - A 4-70/3;
3 - A 495/7). A - initial fragments of PLM curves;
В - Frequency distribution of the G2 phase duration
determined according to Stanners and Till [30].
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The analysed sections of the PLM curves are presented in block A.
The derivatives of these curves, which illustrate distribution of G2
phase duration are given in block B. It can' be seen that a relatively
sharp, almost symmetrical distribution with a maximum at 2.8 h was
obtained for the control. Flattened, broad curves significantly skewed
towards longer G2 phase durations were obtained for both slowly
growing sublines analysed. These results indicate occurence in the
cell populations assayed of cells with G2 phase prolonged to at least
14 h as compared to 2.6 h in the normal ones [29]. They also do not
preclude occurence of the cells with even longer G2 durations. In
particular, the kind of asymmetry observed - modal value of G2 phase
duration lower than the mean, in control cultures,but markedly higher
in the case of one of the sublines - seem to indicate presence of
cells with much longer G2 phase durations.

It should be mentioned that the analysis of cell cycle disturbances
in slowly growing cell lines has been reported so far only for a
single case of a "small-colony" type line isolated by Sinclair and
Morton from X-irradiated culture of Chinese hamster cells [31] . The
authors found prolongation of Gl phase.

DNA content and karyotype

Eleven slowly growing cell sublmes were assayed for DNA
content 'and the results are presented in Fig. 13 together with theore-
tically predicted (cf. Appendix) relationships between generation
time and DNA content, for the control cell population and for the
populations containing various higher proportions of the tetraploid
cells. These data indicate a certain relationship between doubling
time and DNA per cell content; however, a majority of the results
exceeds the theoretically predicted values.

From Table VI it can be seen that the DNA contents determined
indicate higher ploidy of the sublines examined. The results presented
in Fig.l6 correspond to cell populations with the following karyotypes:
80-90% diploid + 10-20% tetraploid in 4 cases, 50-70% diploid +
+ ЗО-5ОЙ tetraploid in 4 cases and 30-40% diploid + 60-70% tetra-
ploid in 3 cases.
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FIG, 13. DNA content per cell in control L5178Y-S cells ( • , mean value
from 18 determinations, range indicated) and in the slowly

. growing L5178Y-S sublines ( о , mean values from two determina-
tions),' related to the doubling times of the population examined
( partly published in [15] ).

The curves illustrate theoretical generation time • PNA content
relationships for cell populations ( i ) 96% diploid + 4% tetraploid
(control), ( i i ) 90% diploid + 10% tetrapldid, (ii i) 80% diploid +
+ 20% tetraploid, calculated on the assumption that the DNA content
increase depends on the extension of G2 phase only, using formula:

where: к - fraction of tetraploids
X - mean DNA content per cell in an asynchronous

'. population
X - haploid DNA content per cell calculated using the

above formula and taking the values experimentally
determined for the 96% diploid + 4% tetraploid
control:

x - 0.93 x 10-»mg, T - 10.8 h,

TS - 6.4 h,
TM - 0.5 h

»6 h,

1 T generation time (assumed equal doubling time)
Tg - duration of the S phase of the cell cycle, 6.4 h
TG2- duration of the G2 phase, for the slowly growing

sublines assumed to be the difference between T
and TGI ( l ,3h )+Ts+TM

TM - duration of the M phase, 0.5 h.
The X values approach 1.233, 1.304 and 1.422, as the limits,
for cell populations ( i ) , (i i ) and (ii i) respectively, as G2
becomes infinitely long.
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TABLE VI. Theoretical relations between tetraploid karyotype
occurence and DNA per cell content in slowLy-growing
L5178Y-S sublines. Results of-calculations based on
the same formula and assumptions as those used for
Fig.13.

DNA content,

x 10-8

mg/cell

1.2

1.3

1.5

1.7

Tetraploids,
of

13 h

28.2
38.8
60.2
81,6

15 h

24.4

34.7
55.4
76.2

per
cells

cent
with

17 h

21.4

J.I. 5
51.8
72.0

in the population
T =

19 h

19.5
29.4
49.9
69.3

21 h

17.3
27.1
46.7
66.2

In order to evaluate a possibility that abnormalities of this kind
are the source of the excessive DNA per cell contents, karyotypes
of 18 slowly growing sublines were examined. Results presented in
Fig. 14 show that no clear correlation between TJJ and ploidy could
be found. Nevertheless, almost all the sublines examined contained
various, up to 15%, proportions of tetraploid cells. Besides,
several sublines contained anenploid cells with chromosome numbers
>40 (cf. [29]).The karyotype abnormalities found do not sufficiently
explain the elevated DNA contents and further experiments will be
needed to find out whether this inconsistency is due to higher ploidy
of the sublines used for DNA determination, or to other factors
affecting DMA content or its determination.

Labelling index
Results of labelling index determinations after 24 h labelling with

3H-TdR (Fig. 15) indicate that for most of the cells TG2+TM+TG1
did not exceed 24- h. Fraction of cells which did not enter the S
phase for longer periods of time varied in individual sublines from
several to 15 %.
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FIG. 15. Labelling indices ( 24 h labelling with 3H-TdR)
in the slowly growing L5178Y-S sublines (• )
and in the control L5173Y-S line (o) , related
to the doubling times of the populations studied.
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A model for the cell cycle disturbances
The studies presented allow to propose a general model for the

cell cycle disturbances in the slowly growing L5178Y-S cell popula-
tions .

FIG. 16. Cell cycle model for the slowly-growing
L5178Y-S cell populations.

The model reflects the following conclusions drawn from the results
presented above:
1. Individual cells in the slowly-growing sublines isolated from

irradiated L5178Y-S cell populations show considerable variation
in their intermitotic times. -

2. The variation is caused by extensibility of G2 phase of the cell
cycle.
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3. It seems that in more severely handicapped cells the disturbances
involve S phase.

4. The mechanisms of post-irradiation intraclonal recovery in
L5178Y-S cells involve elimination of the changes responsible for
the G2 phase perturbations.
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A P P E N D I X

by Urszula Cymerman and "Janusz Z. Baer

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FRACTION OF DEAD CELLS

AND CELI POPULATION'S DOUBLING TIME

These calculations have been made on the basis of Whitmore and
Till's division probability theory [1 ,2 ] . This theory predicts that a
cell population's doubling time is related to its generation tints by the
following equation:

T = 0-693 T (1 )

ln(2p)

where Tj> - doubling time
T - generation time
p - divisiou probability.

. Division probability is related to the proportion of non-sterile
cells in the population as follows:

Ns P

where Ny - number of non-sterile cells, i .e . viable cells capable
to divide

big - total number of cells.

This formula is applicable to observations carried for times
considerably exceeding the generation time. Equation (1) is defined
for p>0.5 . At 0 .5<p<l sterile cells, which do not divide and
are not lysed, are constantly formed. At p=l doubling time equals
generation time.

Assuming that the sterile cells are equivalent to dead cells
detectable by cytochemical techniques:

T7— — 1 ~CL ''
Ns
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where a - fraction of dead cells, remaining at a constant level
in a growing established cell line.

From equation (2) and (3) :

P = rh (л)

From equations (1) and (4) :

Т„-Ш-тТ (5)
t+at

Using equation (5) the calculations hav<> been made for T= 10.8h
(control) , 13.7h (subline A470/3) , 19.4h (sublinc Л495/7) and
a = 0.2 i.e. a value higher than the maximum value determined
(0.185). It was found that the expected doubling times are 14.7, 18.6
and 26.4 h, respectively, i.e. enhancements of Tj) values caused by
the decreased viability of the cell populations would be 3.9, 4.9
and 7.0 h, respectively.

DELAYED PROGRESSION THROUGH G2 PHASE

OF THE CELL CYCLE AND CELLULAR DNA CONTENT

1. Distribution of cells in the cell cycle
In an asynchronous population the cells are distributed non-

-uniformly: 3'oung cells just after mitosis present the most numerous
fraction. The distribution of cells' in the cell cycle has been analysed
by Starmers and Till [3] who showed that it can be described by a
function of two variables:

и (t, r)
where: T - age parameter defined as T = T - i and

i - age of the cell, i.e. time elapsed after mitosis.
The form of the function u(t, f ) can be determined on the basis

of:
(a) linear relationship between t and T and
(b) the fact that change of cell numbers occurs only at division.
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For dividing cells (T = O)

§-u(t,0) «a
For a growing ideal population constituted of viable cells only,

number of cells is determined by the following formula:

N(t) - л 0 е т (?)
where: t - time

N o - initial number of cells
N ( t ) - number of cells at time t . -

Differentiating of this equation yields:

Thus, from equations (6) and (8) :

N &2f

• n(t1O)-(Łn2)fieT с»
From linear relationship between t and T it follows that the

cells having in time t age i = T - T will divide at time t + T ,
at age i = T or X = 0. Thus for any time t : '

U(t,T) =U(t+T, 0) do)
From the equations (9) and (10) :

Using formula (7) we get the distribution of number of cells in
the cycle:

а)(12)Щ£бт di)
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and it can be seen that the distribution is exponential

2. Progression and DNA cellular content

Having the above function u ( t , f ) , age parameters for individual
phases of the cell cycle and assuming a linear increase of DNA
cellular content from X to 2X in S phase [3], a relationship can be
written between haploid DNA content and average cellular DNA
content in an asynchronous population [ 3 ] :

Х- щу J u(t,T)dT +

(12)

where the t h r e e integra l s r e p r e s e n t ' DNA contents in G l , S and G2k

respect ive ly and:

X - average ce l lu lar DNA content

X - haploid DNA content

T2 - age parameter for S/G2 transition

T3 - age parameter for Gl/S transition

T4 - age parameter for M/Gl transition.

Upon integration (12) yields:

tn2(T3-Ta) -36-.
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For cell populations containing tetraploid cells proliferating at
the same rate as diploid cells [4] it is necessary to introduce a
correction factor:

where к - fraction of tetraploid cells.

After replacement of the age parameters by durations of individual
1 cell cycle phases we get:

where: Ts - duration of S phase
TQ2 - duration of G2 phase
T w - duration of mitosis.. M
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